Volumetric Quantification of Global and Regional Left Ventricular Function From Real-Time Three-Dimensional Echocardiographic Images
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Background—Real-time 3D echocardiographic (RT3DE) data sets contain dynamic volumetric information on cardiac function. However, quantification of left ventricular (LV) function from 3D echocardiographic data is performed on cut-planes extracted from the 3D data sets and thus does not fully exploit the volumetric information. Accordingly, we developed a volumetric analysis technique aimed at quantification of global and regional LV function.

Methods and Results—RT3DE images obtained in 30 patients (Philips 7500) were analyzed by use of custom software based on the level-set approach for semiautomated detection of LV endocardial surface throughout the cardiac cycle, from which global and regional LV volume (LVV)–time and wall motion (WM)–time curves were obtained. The study design included 3 protocols. In protocol 1, time curves obtained in 16 patients were compared point-by-point with MRI data (linear regression and Bland-Altman analyses). Global LVV correlated highly with MRI (r=0.98; y=0.99x+2.3) with minimal bias (1.4 mL) and narrow limits of agreement (±20 mL). WM correlated highly only in basal and midventricular segments (r=0.88; y=0.85x+0.7). In protocol 2, we tested the ability of this technique to differentiate populations with known differences in LV function by studying 9 patients with dilated cardiomyopathy and 9 normal subjects. All calculated indices of global and regional systolic and diastolic LV function were significantly different between the groups. In protocol 3, we tested the feasibility of automated detection of regional WM abnormalities in 11 patients. In each segment, abnormality was detected when regional shortening fraction was below a threshold obtained in normal subjects. The automated detection agreed with expert interpretation of 2D WM in 86% of segments.

Conclusions—Volumetric analysis of RT3DE data is clinically feasible and allows fast, semiautomated, dynamic measurement of LVV and automated detection of regional WM abnormalities. (Circulation. 2005;112:1161-1170.)
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Echocardiography is the most widely used imaging modality for the evaluation of global and regional left ventricular (LV) function. The conventional visual interpretation of 2D echocardiographic (2DE) images aimed at the evaluation of LV function relies on the reader’s experience and ability to effectively integrate spatial and temporal information. More objective approaches aimed at quantitative analysis of dynamic images are based primarily on frame-by-frame manual or semiautomated tracing of endocardial boundaries. Other alternative approaches, such as acoustic quantification, color kinesis, and Doppler tissue imaging, designed to avoid manual tracing, have not gained widespread clinical use. Nevertheless, both visual interpretation and quantitative analysis of 2DE images use only partial information about cardiac anatomy and function contained in specific cross-sectional planes.

Over the past decade, multiple studies have demonstrated the ability of 3D imaging based on offline multiplane reconstruction to overcome some of the limitations of the 2DE methodology and provide more accurate measurements because it uses more complete information. Real-time 3D echocardiographic (RT3DE) technology, which has recently become widely available, allows fast acquisition from a single acoustic window of dynamic pyramidal data structures that encompass the entire heart. Several recent studies have demonstrated the potential improvements in the evaluation of global LV function from RT3DE data. However, analysis procedures applied to 3D data did not fully exploit the volumetric information, because they were still based on tracing of endocardial boundaries on selected planes and on geometric modeling. Because modeling may be inaccurate under certain conditions, the use of information limited to 2
dimensions renders this procedure subject to many of the same limitations as the techniques used to analyze 2DE images. Moreover, the information on regional wall motion contained in 3D data sets has thus far been studied only by use of visual interpretation of selected planes or by quantification of model-based, interpolated endocardial surfaces, rather than by quantifying the displacement of the true endocardial surface detected in 3D space. These approaches are again fundamentally 2D and can be inaccurate, because small areas of abnormality can be overlooked. It is likely that direct 3D quantification of the displacement of endocardial surface segments could aid in accurate determination of the extent of wall motion abnormalities.

We hypothesized that our recently developed technique for direct 3D detection of the endocardial surface could be applied to RT3DE data sets throughout the cardiac cycle and thus lead to an alternative approach for fast, easy, and objective dynamic quantification of global and regional LV function. Our hypothesis was that this approach, which fully exploits the volumetric information contained in RT3DE data sets without the need for either plane selection or geometric modeling, could allow accurate evaluation of not only the magnitude but also the temporal aspects of LV function and would thus create new opportunities for objective detection of wall motion abnormalities, quantification of LV systolic asynchrony, and assessment of regional LV diastolic properties. Accordingly, our goal was to test the clinical feasibility of this approach and validate it against cardiac MRI on a global and regional basis.

Methods

Study Design

The study design included 3 protocols, which were performed in 30 subjects (19 men, 11 women; age, 58 ± 19 years), including 6 normal volunteers, 11 patients with coronary artery disease (CAD), 9 with dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM), 2 with valvular disease, 1 with aortic coarctation, and 1 with a right atrial mass. Protocol 1 was designed to test and validate the RT3DE-based continuous measurements of global LV volume, partial volumes at the basal, mid, and apical levels, and regional wall motion–time curves against cardiac MRI reference values. In protocol 2, we tested the ability of this technique to differentiate populations with known differences in LV performance by comparing global and regional indices of systolic and diastolic LV function obtained in a group of patients with DCM with those obtained in a group of normal subjects. In protocol 3, we tested the feasibility of automated detection of regional wall motion abnormalities in a group of patients with CAD by comparing the results of automated interpretation against expert interpretation of 2D wall motion.

MRI and Analysis

Cardiac MRI scans were obtained by use of a 1.5-T scanner (General Electric) with a phased-array cardiac coil. ECG-gated localizing spin-echo sequences were used to identify the long axis of the heart. The steady-state free precession (FIESTA) dynamic gradient-echo mode was then used to acquire images during 12-second breath-holds. Cine loops were obtained in 6 to 10 short-axis slices, from the atroventricular ring to the apex (9-mm slice thickness, no gaps) with a temporal resolution of 20 frames per cardiac cycle.

Images were analyzed on a Sun workstation by use of commercial software (General Electric, MASS Analysis). Initially, LV slices were selected for analysis beginning with the highest basal slice in which the LV outflow tract was not visible and ending with the lowest apical slice in which the LV cavity was visualized. In every slice, LV endocardial contours were traced semiautomatically frame by frame, with the papillary muscles included in the LV cavity, and manually corrected when necessary to optimize the boundary position, resulting in LV cross-sectional area for each slice over time. Global LV volume was computed throughout the cardiac cycle by use of a disk-area summation method (modified Simpson’s rule), resulting in volume-time curves, from which end-systolic and end-diastolic volumes (EDV and ESV) were obtained and ejection fraction (EF) was calculated. These data were used as a reference for comparisons with RT3DE time curves. In addition, a standard segmentation procedure was used to obtain regional wall motion over time (in millimeters, relative to end-diastolic endocardial boundary position) for anteroseptal, anterior, lateral, posterior, inferior, and septal segments in each slice. To obtain MRI references for partial volume–time curves at 3 different levels of the LV and regional wall motion–time curves, the number of slices covering the LV from base to apex, which was different in each patient, was divided by 3. The resultant number was used to create weight coefficients that reflected the contribution of each slice toward the calculation of basal, mid, and apical partial volumes on the basis of slice area and thickness information. The same weight coefficients were used to determine the contribution of wall motion in each slice toward the calculation of regional wall motion for each endocardial surface segment at each level.

RT3DE Imaging and Analysis

RT3DE imaging was performed from the apical window with the patient in the left lateral decubitus position in the harmonic mode by use of a commercial scanner (SONOS 7500, Philips Medical Systems) equipped with a fully sampled matrix array transducer (×4). Care was taken to include the entire LV cavity within the pyramidal scan volume. RT3DE data sets were acquired by use of the wide-angled acquisition mode, wherein 4 wedge-shaped subvolumes (93° × 21°) were acquired over 8 consecutive cardiac cycles during a breath-hold. Acquisition of each subvolume was triggered to the ECG R wave of every other heartbeat (total of 4 heartbeats) to allow sufficient time for the probe to be recalibrated and each subvolume stored. RT3DE data sets were stored digitally for offline analysis. In addition to RT3DE acquisition, 2D images were acquired in apical 2-, 3-, and 4-chamber views.

Analysis of RT3DE images was implemented in Matlab software (MathWorks). The RT3DE data sets were analyzed by use of custom software for semiautomated endocardial surface detection on the basis of the level set approach. This method uses an implicit representation of curves as a partial differential equation to track boundaries, without geometrical assumptions or a priori shape knowledge. Four planes rotated around the LV long axis at 45° steps were selected from the 3D data set, and a small number of endocardial boundary points (6 to 12) were manually initialized in each plane. To be consistent with the cardiac MRI reference, papillary muscles were included within the LV cavity, and the aortic outflow tract was excluded. The selected points were connected to define a set of polygons. For each polygon, a signed distance function was calculated, and a rough surface corresponding to the endocardium was computed by use of linear interpolation of the signed distance functions. This surface was then used as the initial condition for the level-set partial differential equation, which guided surface evolution within the volumetric data set toward the endocardium under the constraints of 2 forces: (1) an interface tension force that depends on the curvature of the evolving surface and has a regulating effect and (2) a force that attracts this surface toward the image boundaries. When the 2 forces balance each other, the evolution reaches a steady state, and the resultant surface was used to represent the endocardium.

The endocardial surface detected from the first frame was then used as the initial condition for the second frame, and so on throughout the cardiac cycle. Thus, manual interaction was necessary only for the first frame analyzed. For each frame throughout the cardiac cycle, global LV volume (in milliliters) was calculated by multiplying the total number of voxels inside the detected surface by the volume of a single voxel, resulting in global LV volume-time
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curves. From these time curves, EDV and ESV were obtained and EF was calculated.

Subsequently, each detected LV endocardial surface was segmented as follows (Figure 1, right). Twelve cross-sectional views of the first frame, 15° apart, were displayed to allow the operator to select 2 planes: (1) the plane in which the mitral annulus was best visualized (Figure 2A) and (2) the plane that contained the central portion of the aortic valve (Figure 2B). In plane 1, the operator selected 2 points in which the anterior and posterior mitral leaflets were attached to the annulus and then 2 additional mitral annulus points in the perpendicular plane passing through the center of the line connecting the first 2 points. From these 4 points, the center of the mitral annulus was calculated and the apical tip of the detected surface automatically identified. The straight line connecting these 2 points was used as the long axis of the ventricle for this particular time frame. Subsequently, in every frame throughout the cardiac cycle, the 4 mitral points were identified by use of 3D optical flow and region matching techniques, and the apex was automatically identified, allowing independent calculation of the long axis of the ventricle for each consecutive frame. Then, for each frame, the long axis was automatically divided into 3 equal parts, and the detected endocardial surface was divided accordingly into 3 parts: basal, mid, and apical. For each part, the partial volume inside the endocardial surface was calculated for each consecutive frame throughout the cardiac cycle, resulting in partial volume–time curves.

In plane 2, the same procedure was applied to identify the center of the aortic annulus for each consecutive frame. For each frame, a plane defined by this point and the apex was used as the origin of rotational segmentation, dividing the entire ventricle into 6 equal-size walls corresponding to the MRI segmentation, thus resulting in 6 wedge-shaped 60° segments at each of the 3 above-described LV levels (Figure 1, right), or a total of 18 segments. In each segment, regional volume–time curves were used to calculate for each segment the time interval between the ECG R wave (beginning of ejection) and the time at which the smallest regional LV volume was reached (end of regional ejection). The SD of these time intervals calculated for the 18 segments was used as an index of LV systolic asynchrony (ISA) in each patient.

In addition, in each segment, the distance between the long axis and each surface voxel was computed and averaged for all surface voxels, resulting in the mean regional endocardial distance from the long axis, or regional radial dimension. This procedure was also applied to all consecutive frames throughout the cardiac cycle. In each segment, to allow comparisons with the MRI values, wall motion was calculated for each frame as the difference between end-diastolic and current regional radial dimension, resulting in 18 regional wall motion–time curves. According to this definition, regional wall motion equals zero at end diastole, as for the MRI analysis. In addition, for each endocardial surface segment at each level of the LV, wall motion from end diastole to end systole (peak wall motion) was divided by regional end-diastolic radial dimension to obtain regional shortening fraction (RSF). RSF was computed for each surface segment and averaged for each subject.

To allow point-by-point comparisons between techniques and subjects, RT3DE-derived time curves reflecting global LV volume as well as basal, mid, and apical volumes and regional wall motion in 18 segments were resampled at 20 frames per cardiac cycle by use of cubic spline interpolation, resulting in a data point every 5% of the RR interval, irrespective of heart rate.

**Protocols**

**Protocol 1**

This protocol was designed to test and validate RT3DE-based continuous measurements of global LV volume, partial volumes at the basal, mid, and apical levels, and regional wall motion–time curves against cardiac MRI reference values. Sixteen patients who had adequate transthoracic 2D acoustic windows that allowed visualization of at least 85% of the endocardium were included in the study. Exclusion criteria included dyspnea precluding a 10- to 15-second breath-hold, atrial fibrillation, pacemaker or defibrillator implantation, claustrophobia, and other known contraindications to MRI. RT3DE data acquisition was performed on the same day as the MRI study.

**Protocol 2**

This protocol was designed to test the ability of our RT3DE technique to differentiate 2 populations with known differences in LV performance by comparing global and regional indices of systolic and diastolic function obtained in a group of 9 patients with DCM (6 men, 3 women; age, 58±14 years) with those obtained in a group of 9 age-matched subjects with normal global LV function (5 men, 4 women; age, 51±17 years). For each subject, global ESV and EDV were extracted from the global LV volume–curves as the minimum and maximum values, respectively, and used to calculate the EF. Peak ejection rate and peak rapid and atrial filling rates were calculated from the time derivative of the global LV volume curve and normalized by end-diastolic volume. In addition, ISA and RSF were computed for each subject.
Protocol 3
This protocol was designed to test the feasibility of automated detection of regional wall motion abnormalities by use of quantitative analysis of RT3DE data and included 18 subjects: 11 patients (6 men, 5 women; age, 70 ± 16 years) with CAD and 7 subjects (4 men, 3 women; age, 40 ± 16 years) with no history of cardiac disease and no evidence of LV dysfunction, who were used as a reference group. Apical 2-, 3-, and 4-chamber 2D images obtained in the 11 patients with CAD were reviewed by an experienced echocardiographer who graded wall motion in each segment as normal or abnormal. The mean RSF minus 1 SD of the normal group was used as a threshold for automated classification of each segment as normal or abnormal in these 11 patients.

Statistical Analysis
In all protocols, statistical analyses were performed by use of Matlab software (MathWorks). Probability values of P < 0.05 were considered significant.

In protocol 1, the significance of differences between RT3DE and MRI measurements of LV volume was tested by use of 2-way ANOVA with repeated measures on both factors (imaging modality and time)23 to account for the fact that the same subjects were measured twice (RT3DE and MRI) and that multiple measurements were performed in each subject over time (20 time points throughout the cardiac cycle). The comparisons between RT3DE and MRI also included linear regression and Bland-Altman analyses of EDV, ESV, EF, peak ejection rate, peak rapid filling rate, peak atrial filling rate, ISA and RSF, were compared with repeated measures on both factors (imaging modality and time)23 to account for the fact that the same subjects were measured twice (RT3DE and MRI) and that multiple segments or levels were measured in the same subject. In addition, because the comparisons between RT3DE and MRI measurements of wall motion abnormalities was tested by calculating the percentage of segments in which the automated detection in individual patients was calculated for the entire group. The ROC curve was then constructed as a plot of sensitivity versus (1 − specificity), and the area under the curve and the confidence interval were calculated to evaluate the performance of the automated detection of wall motion abnormalities.

Results
RT3DE imaging and analysis were feasible in all study subjects. The average time required to analyze the first frame, including data retrieval, frame selection, surface detection and segmentation, and computation of volumes and regional wall motion, was approximately 5 minutes on a personal computer (Pentium II, 755 MHz, 512 MB RAM), of which only 30 seconds was required for the computations once user interaction was complete. Analysis of all phases of the cardiac cycle added 30 seconds times the number of frames, ie, <10 minutes, resulting in a total analysis time of <15 minutes. Figure 1 (left) shows an example of LV endocardial surface detected from RT3DE data at different phases of the cardiac cycle. The analysis of MRI data representing 1 cardiac cycle by use of the standard methodology required from 40 to 60 minutes, primarily for manual contour corrections.

Protocol 1
Linear regression analysis of RT3DE and MRI values resulted in high correlation coefficients and regression slopes near 1.0 for both EDV (CCC = 0.99, r = 0.99, y = 1.03x + 1.9) and ESV (CCC = 0.99, r = 0.99, y = 1.06x − 1.2) and EF (CCC = 0.97, r = 0.98, y = 1.02x − 0.02). Bland-Altman analysis showed no significant biases between the 2 techniques for EDV, ESV, and EF (bias: 2.9 mL, 2.8 mL, and −1.01%, respectively). These biases reflected systematic errors of 2.1%, 4.3%, and −1.8% of the corresponding mean values. The 95% limits of agreement were relatively narrow (EDV, 12 mL; ESV, 7 mL; EF, 5%), providing additional support to the close agreement between the 2 techniques. RT3DE underestimated the LV long axis by 12.9% at end diastole and overestimated it by 1.4% at end systole compared with MRI.

Figure 3 shows an example of time curves reflecting global and partial LV volumes and regional wall motion obtained in 1 patient from RT3DE and MRI data. All curves showed good agreement between the 2 modalities. This high level of agreement was confirmed by statistical analysis of the point-by-point data obtained in the entire group enrolled in this protocol. ANOVA showed no significant differences between RT3DE and MRI measurements for either volumes or wall motion. Global LV volume (Figure 4) showed excellent correlation and a negligible bias of 1.4 mL (1.3% of mean MRI value) with narrow 95% limits of agreement at ±20 mL (18.7% of mean MRI value). The CCC was 0.97, and percent discordance was only 6.5%.

The correlation between RT3DE and MRI for the partial volumes ranged between good and excellent but showed pronounced differences between the different LV levels, with markedly lower rates of agreement at the apical level (Figure 5, right) compared with those at the basal and midventricular levels (Figure 5, left and middle). The CCC reflected this trend: 0.96 for basal, 0.97 for mid, and 0.80 for apical volumes. Bland-Altman analysis showed only small biases of −0.5, 1.7, and 1.1 mL for the basal, mid, and apical levels, respectively (−1%, 4%, and 6% of the corresponding mean MRI partial volume) and narrow limits of agreement at 11, 8, and 10 mL. The calculated percent discordance values were 9±6%, 8±4%, and 21±12% for the basal, mid, and apical partial volumes, respectively, confirming the lower rates of agreement at the apical level.
The correlation between MRI- and RT3DE-derived peak systolic wall motion values was modest ($r=0.69$, CCC=0.64) when calculated for all LV segments combined, with a bias of −1.3 mm (−15% of the mean MRI value) and 95% limits of agreement at ±4.6 mm. With the apical segments excluded, the agreement with MRI was markedly improved ($r=0.89$, CCC=0.87), with only a minimal bias of −0.5 mm (only −6% of the mean MRI value) and 95% limits of agreement at ±2.6 mm. The calculated percent discordance was 22±25% for all segments combined, 40±34% for apical segments, and only 13±12% for the basal and midventricular segments.

Importantly, the 320 points shown in each panel in Figures 4 and 5 were obtained in 16 subjects throughout the 20 phases of the cardiac cycle. Thus, these points do not represent 320 independent measurements and could theoretically be clustered by patient. Regression analysis with dummy variables revealed that adding the dummy variable did not significantly reduce the residual sum of squares.23 Therefore, clustering did not significantly affect these data, and the data could indeed be fitted to a single regression line.

Protocol 2

Figure 6 (left) shows an example of global LV volume–time curves obtained in a patient with DCM and an age-matched normal subject, reflecting the expected differences in LV dimensions (note scale differences), despite the similar morphology of the curves. In both cases, the peaks in the time derivatives of these curves clearly reflected the different phases of the cardiac cycle, including ejection, rapid filling, and atrial contraction, and demonstrated the reduced LV function in the patient with DCM. Figure 6 (right) shows the group composite LV volume–time curves with the respective SD bars, which were bigger in the DCM group, reflecting the
variable severity of the disease in these patients. These composite curves demonstrated the intergroup differences in LV volume, with no overlap at any phase of the cardiac cycle. Figure 7 shows an example of regional volume and wall motion–time curves and RSF obtained in a normal subject (left) and a patient with DCM (middle). As expected, regional volumes in the patient with DCM were markedly increased compared with the normal subject. Also, both regional volume and wall motion curves showed a less synchronous pattern of contraction in the patient with DCM than in the normal subject. Despite the common morphological features between the wall motion curves in these 2 subjects, RSF was smaller in all segments, demonstrating on a regional basis the reduced LV function observed in patients with DCM. The results of statistical analysis showed that all parameters of global and regional LV systolic and diastolic function calculated from volume and wall motion–time curves were significantly different between the 2 groups (Table).

Protocol 3
In the 11 patients with CAD, regional wall motion was graded visually by an expert reader as normal in 95 of 198 segments (48%) and abnormal in 103 of 198 segments (52%), including 65 of 198 hypokinetic segments (33%) and 38 of 198 akinetic or dyskinetic segments (19%). Figure 7 (right) shows data obtained in a patient with CAD and a regional wall motion abnormality in the apicolateral segment, as reflected by the low amplitude and asynchronous motion noted in both regional volume and wall
motion–time curves. The RSF value was markedly reduced in
the apicolateral segment. The RFS values obtained in the normal
group (Figure 8, left) allowed correct automated classification of
170 of 198 segments (86%) as normal or abnormal in the CAD
group, in agreement with the expert wall motion scores based on
visual interpretation of 2D apical 2-, 3-, and 4-chamber views.
Eighteen of 198 segments (9.1%) were misclassified as abnor-
mal, and only 10 of 198 segments (5.1%) were falsely graded as
normal. Figure 8 (right) shows the rate of agreement with the
expert grades for each individual endocardial surface segment.
The area under the ROC curve was 0.85, and the 95% con-
didence interval was 0.74 to 0.89.

Discussion
The recent development of 3D echocardiographic imaging
has resolved many of the limitations associated with the
evaluation of LV volume from 2D images and significantly
improved the accuracy of these measurements. However,
analysis of 3D echocardiographic data described in previous
studies was largely 2D, because it relied on model-based
calculations of LV volume by interpolating endocardial
contours detected on 2D planes extracted from the 3D data
sets.7–9,14 Although some previous investigators described
this methodology as accurate,26 others found it to be limited
in the presence of asymmetrical ventricles or wall motion
abnormalities.27 Moreover, the clinical assessment of regional
LV function remains completely subjective, because even for
2D images, there is no widely accepted technique for quan-
titative analysis of regional wall motion. Our present study is
the first to test the hypothesis that direct detection of the
endocardial surface in the 3D domain could allow accurate
continuous measurement of global and regional LV volumes
throughout the cardiac cycle. Compared with a previous study
by Zeidan and colleagues,12 who studied LV volume–time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters of Global LV Systolic and Diastolic Function Obtained in a Group of Normal Subjects (n=9) and a Group of Patients With DCM (n=9)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDV, mL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESV, mL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PER, EDV/RR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRFR, EDV/RR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAFR, EDV/RR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PER indicates peak ejection rate; PRFR, peak rapid filling rate; PAFR, peak atrial filling rate; RSF averaged in each subject over 18 endocardial surface
segments.

*P<0.05 by paired t test between patients with DCM and their age-matched normal controls.
curves obtained by manual frame-by-frame tracing of endocardial contours in multiple slices, our approach offers the important advantage of being largely automated. The LV volume–time curves could be used for the objective assessment of LV systolic and diastolic function and provide the basis for automated interpretation of regional wall motion from RT3DE data sets.

The detection of the endocardial surface in the 3D domain was performed by use of level set models, which have been used previously in medical imaging for shape recovery and recognition. Our approach is based on the use of an implicit function without a priori morphological knowledge and is thus capable of detecting any complex shape in the 3D space without modeling. This is a clear advantage, because ventricular shape can be affected by disease. The time requirements of this procedure are likely to decrease as computational power continues to grow. An additional important advantage of our analysis procedure is that the use of a floating reference frame as a built-in feature of our segmentation addresses the problems associated with cardiac translation.

Protocol 2 was designed as a first step for clinical testing of our technique. Importantly, this protocol is the first successful attempt to quantify regional LV wall motion from RT3DE data. It also confirmed the ability of RT3DE to assess LV asynchrony from clinical data as recently described by Krenning et al. We studied 2 groups of patients with well-known differences in global LV function to establish whether our technique is sufficiently sensitive to accurately detect these differences. In this regard, our choice of patients with DCM and age-matched normal subjects was natural, and the use of paired t tests allowed fair comparisons that were not affected by age. This choice also allowed us to test our technique on a regional basis knowing that every single segment in these patients would be hypokinetic without the need to corroborate regional LV dysfunction by other means, as would be necessary in patients with regional abnormalities. The availability of regional volume curves gave us access to regional timing information, which was used to successfully diagnose LV systolic asynchrony, known to be prevalent in patients with DCM. This information could be extremely useful in strategizing resynchronization therapy. In summary, the results of this protocol proved the ability of our obtained from the slice area data by use of the same standard model as used by the MRI package to calculate global volumes and allowed us to determine the effects of volume subdivision on the accuracy of our measurements. EDV, ESV, EF, and direct point-by-point comparisons of global LV volumes showed excellent concordance with MRI, as reflected by the excellent correlation, minimal biases, and low percent discordance between the RT3DE data and MRI data, in agreement with previous reports. Our results also showed that there was essentially no decrease in levels of agreement as a result of volume subdivision. Moreover, the high levels of agreement for wall motion measurements proved the ability of our technique to access information about regional LV function as readily as the current standard reference MRI technique.

The relatively low correlation and high percent discordance for the apical partial volumes and wall motion can be explained by several factors. First, near the apex, endocardial boundary is less well defined than at higher levels of the LV for both RT3DE and MRI, which is likely to affect the accuracy of its detection by both techniques. Second, whereas the use of a fixed number of slices of fixed thickness by MRI disregards systolic longitudinal shortening, the segmentation scheme of our volumetric analysis is based on true anatomic information. Although this feature of our analysis may partially explain the discrepancy between the 2 techniques in this study, it seems logical that this approach better reflects the true patterns of regional LV function than the current MRI-based techniques. In this regard, despite the superior endocardial definition, MRI cannot provide perfectly accurate measurements. Because these measurements are derived from discrete slices by geometrical modeling and rely on the operator’s subjective tracing, MRI may not be the perfect “gold standard” for comparisons. Nevertheless, our choice of MRI as such stemmed from the fact that its use as the standard reference technique is common and well established.

Protocol 2 was designed as a first step for clinical testing of our technique. Importantly, this protocol is the first successful attempt to quantify regional LV wall motion from RT3DE data. It also confirmed the ability of RT3DE to assess LV asynchrony from clinical data as recently described by Krenning et al. We studied 2 groups of patients with well-known differences in global LV function to establish whether our technique is sufficiently sensitive to accurately detect these differences. In this regard, our choice of patients with DCM and age-matched normal subjects was natural, and the use of paired t tests allowed fair comparisons that were not affected by age. This choice also allowed us to test our technique on a regional basis knowing that every single segment in these patients would be hypokinetic without the need to corroborate regional LV dysfunction by other means, as would be necessary in patients with regional abnormalities. The availability of regional volume curves gave us access to regional timing information, which was used to successfully diagnose LV systolic asynchrony, known to be prevalent in patients with DCM. This information could be extremely useful in strategizing resynchronization therapy. In summary, the results of this protocol proved the ability of our

Figure 8. RSF calculated for 18 endocardial surface segments, averaged over a group of 7 subjects with normal wall motion (left), with error bars denoting ±1 SD. For each segment, lower limit of normal RFS range (shaded areas) was used as a threshold for automated detection of hypokinetic segments and resulted in agreement rates with expert wall motion scores (right).
technique to accurately detect LV dysfunction not only on a global but also on a regional basis and to diagnose asynchrony in the temporal patterns of LV contraction.

The ability to detect regional wall motion abnormalities was then further tested in protocol 3, which was aimed at establishing the clinical usefulness of segmental analysis of RT3DE data in patients with CAD, who are the ultimate target population of this methodology. The results of this protocol demonstrated the clinical feasibility of this approach, albeit in a small group of patients. However, the goal of this protocol was feasibility testing, which was achieved, as reflected by the high levels of agreement with the expert interpretation of regional wall motion.

Limitations
A limitation of our technique is that LV volume measurements obtained by apical imaging are known to be underestimated because of the inadvertent use of tangential scan planes, especially in the presence of anterior and apical wall motion abnormalities. Although recent studies have demonstrated the advantages of 3D imaging in this context, this issue requires further investigation. The use of cardiac MRI as a reference could be viewed as a limitation of this study, because MRI cannot provide perfectly accurate LV volume measurements, despite its superior endocardial definition, because these measurements are derived from manually traced discrete slices. Nevertheless, MRI is widely used as the standard, albeit an imperfect one, for LV volume measurements. Also, one might suggest that subjective visual interpretation of wall motion in protocol 3 is not the ideal standard for comparison and that other quantitative measurements of regional LV function could have been used. Indeed, in protocol 1, our measurements were validated against an MRI reference on different levels, including global and partial LV volumes and regional wall motion. Having these measurements validated, we designed the ensuing protocols to test the feasibility of the use of our technique in the clinical setting. In particular, we compared this technique with the most widely used clinical standard for echocardiographic assessment of wall motion, ie, visual interpretation of 2D images, despite the subjective nature of this methodology. In addition, the relatively small number of normal subjects used as controls in protocol 3 could also be viewed as a limitation. However, LV volume curves obtained in these normal subjects were very similar to those obtained in a larger group of normal subjects by Zeidan et al.

With these limitations in mind, it is important to remember that this study constitutes the first attempt to objectively interpret LV wall motion from RT3DE data by use of a technique that is fully automated once the endocardial surface and segmentation are complete. Our results warrant future studies aimed at clinical testing in larger patient populations and further validation.

Summary
This is the first study to develop, validate, and test in the clinical setting a new technique aimed at fast quantification of global and regional LV function from RT3DE data. The results of this study proved that true volumetric analysis of RT3DE data for quantitative assessment of LV function without the limitations of 2D imaging or 2D-based analysis of 3D data is feasible. This approach allows the quantification of not only global but also regional LV function, including the magnitude and timing of regional wall motion. This analysis holds promise for multiple clinical applications, such as objective diagnosis of regional wall motion abnormalities, guidance of resynchronization therapy, and evaluation of regional diastolic performance in a variety of disease states affecting myocardial relaxation properties. Witnessing how the RT3DE technology is gaining widespread use and anticipating the development of commercial software for true volumetric analysis, we believe that this combination will become routine in clinical practice in the near future.
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